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0.1 Introduction

The project discussed in this chapter was motivated by the need to regularize, analyze,

and plot the high dimensional, multiple instrument data sets that are encountered in the

formulation of biopharmaceuticals.

The field of pharmaceutical formulation commonly uses spectroscopic instruments due to

their sensitivity, appropriate information content, availability, reliability, and high through-

put. A large formulation data set may cover 32 x 6 x 30 x 2 combinations of formulation

and perturbation conditions. [Maddux et al., 2011] At each combination a measurement is

collected, which might employ 3 instruments that return spectra of dimensions 40, 1024,

and 100 x 100. Processing these data sets involves operations such as mapping filenames

to dimension positions, discarding noisy or corrupt data, handling data that is non-existent
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due to instrument malfunctions and operator error, subtracting reference spectra, perform-

ing statistical and signal processing operations, generating complex plots, and performing

original data analysis research. These tasks are typically performed by hand and by human

judgment using a combination of many programs such as Excel, Origin, instrument software,

Matlab, Mathematica, and custom scripts. Even for data sets of modest size, a generous

amount of labor is needed to perform the processing steps. In addition, the unstructured

nature of the process makes it difficult to document.

Thus the increasing size and complexity of pharmaceutical formulation data sets has

created the need for a tool to simplify, automate, and document the processing of data. This

tool should be capable of advanced multidimensional data processing, yet remain simple

enough to be used by non-programmers. It should also provide built in support for almost

any math operation that might be desired, provide a record of changes to data, and ease the

task of regularizing data sets filled with inconsistent array shapes and missing data.

The challenges above are shared by other fields that generate large multidimensional,

multi-instrument data sets, and solutions are being studied in astronomy, microarray data

analysis, and high-throughput biology and chemistry. [Marathe and Salem, 1997, Baggerly

et al., 2006,Brown, 2010] As science explores the universe utilizing scientific instruments that

incorporate a growing number and variety of sensors, experimental data sets become larger

and more complex. This results in greater difficulty of developing data analysis solutions

that are verifiably correct, well documented and efficiently maintainable. This difficulty

affects all users of data, from the least to the most technical. Users without programming

experience often face data analysis tasks that are too complex to perform efficiently using

conventional tools. The productivity of expert analysts is reduced by the need to write code

connecting subsystems that ideally would inter-operate automatically. Users of all types

must communicate increasingly complex methods and results to one another. Since there is

no end in sight for the trend toward more complex instruments and corresponding data, the

existing ecosystem of information management and data analysis tools is destined to become
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inadequate.

One approach to the problem is the development of declarative languages for array ma-

nipulation. [Marathe and Salem, 1997,Brown, 2010] These languages define more complete

array data types than traditional languages, including dimension names, units, and dimen-

sion scale positions, along with processing methods that hide procedural details. This allows

the development of intuitive languages with easier learning curves, while still enabling com-

plex data processing.

Another approach to conquering large and complex data analysis projects is the devel-

opment of methods and frameworks for enhancing the communication and reproducibility of

data analysis methods. Computational data analyses in scholarly work are often not repro-

ducible due to missing parameter values, codes, proofs, high-level descriptions or implemen-

tation details.(Vandewalle et al., 2009) The study of solutions to this problem is known as

the field of computational reproducibility, and has the goal of ensuring that persons other

than the authors of a scholarly work can reproduce computations used in that work. [Gen-

tleman and Temple Lang, 2004,Peng et al., 2006,Baggerly and Coombes, 2009,Fomel and

Claerbout, 2009, Stodden, 2009, Vandewalle et al., 2009, Donoho, 2010] It was largely ini-

tiated by Jon Claerbout and Donald Knuth, who separately developed systems capable of

automatically regenerating text, computations, and figures for published works, a strategy

known as literate programming. [Knuth, 1984,Fomel and Claerbout, 2009] Other strategies

include publishing code on websites and using open source software, high level languages,

and frameworks that allow tracking the history of data manipulation steps. The benefits

of reproducibility are better work habits, improved teamwork, greater impact on the scien-

tific community, and increased continuity of research.(Donoho, 2010) Low reproducibility of

computations can obscure errors. In the medical field these errors can potentially lead to

unsafe activities. [Baggerly and Coombes, 2009]

The general strategy chosen here was to combine the two approaches just described.

We have created a declarative array transformation language (DART) overlying mathemat-
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ics software that already possesses built-in support for literate programming and high level

mathematics. DART is a language in the sense that one can use it to express data anal-

ysis projects in their entirety. Furthermore, its data types and functions are partitioned

into orthogonal areas of functionality and are designed to be used in unforeseen creative

combinations. Nearly all functions in the DART language accept and return arrays while

handling dimensions and units automatically, making it easy to synthesize new operations

by combining existing ones. To facilitate the processing of heterogeneous data sets, functions

of arrays also accept lists of arrays of differing shapes, as long as the function’s operation is

well defined for each array shape. A comprehensive set of commands for merging, splitting,

and renaming dimensions and dimension positions assist with regularization of data. Array

functions are also provided for importing, exporting, and plotting data, constructing tables,

and interactively browsing arrays.

This chapter presents the architecture of DART, including its data types, command set,

and strategies for achieving general data processing goals. DART is not only a specifica-

tion, but a working prototype consisting of around 100 documented functions, a help index,

tutorials, and several complex examples.

0.2 Design Strategies

0.2.1 Declarative array transformation syntax

A declarative language is one that expresses programs without using control flow constructs

such as looping and if/then commands. In order to create a declarative array transformation

syntax, it was necessary to create data types corresponding to the properties of arrays so

that these properties could be referred to by name in array manipulation commands.
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Data types

The array data type found in conventional languages is a minimalist implementation that

leaves out much of the labeling information that must typically be associated to arrays. As

implemented in conventional languages, an array is a multidimensional grid containing an

object in each cell of the grid. In practice, however, arrays must be related to many types

of subsidiary data, including labels for the dimensions, labels for the positions along each

dimension, and units for the dimension positions and the data. In standard practice, the use

of these properties is not automated. Methods must typically be coded to handle dimensions

and units when importing, exporting, processing, and plotting.

DART defines three data types to support automatic handling of array metadata and

provide an efficient declarative syntax. The first data type is the dimension, which is a data

structure consisting of a name for the dimension, stored as a string, the unit for its scale, also

stored as a string, and a scale. The scale of a dimension is an ordered list of values indexing

that dimension of the array. The values in the scale must all be of the same data type, and

the data type must be a string, integer, real number, or other data type that has a defined

ordering relation. The second data type is the array, which is a data structure consisting

of an ordered list of dimensions and a conventional array of data. The order of dimensions

in the list of dimensions must match the order of dimensions in the array. The length and

ordering of the scale in each dimension must match the array’s respective dimension. The

values in the array can be of any type, including strings, plots, or even further DART arrays.

Zero dimensional arrays are allowed, in which case the list of dimensions is empty and the

data array is a single value. The third and final data structure is simply a list of DART

arrays.

Mechanisms

An efficient declarative syntax has been achieved in primarily three ways. First, dimensions

are inherent to the array data type. This enables an increase in syntactical parsimony over
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comparable languages such as SciDB and OLAP. (In this section we will sometimes compare

DART to certain other languages known as SciDB and OLAP. It is impossible to describe

them in full detail here, but we hope that the comparisons will be clear on general grounds.)

In a call to a DART array operation, dimensions can simply be referred to by name. In SciDB

and OLAP, a join must be specified between an array and a dimension whenever dimension

information is needed. This more general behavior is useful when multiple dimensions may

be related to one dimension of an array, or when multiple arrays share a dimension and care

must be taken that there is only one version of the dimension. DART architecture, however,

would allow such ad-hoc joining of dimensions to arrays, since in DART the dimensions that

are inherent to arrays are required to be unique indexes.

The second manner in which efficient declarative syntax has been achieved is by ensuring

that full array structure, including dimensions, passes through most DART functions. In

other words, functions that operate on DART arrays usually return DART arrays. This

allows functions of arrays to be strung together without glue functions.

The combination of the two strategies above permits code that is similar to natural

language. For example, let a be an array with dimensions named “Temperature”, “pH”, and

“Wavelength”. In the following code snippet

a = operate[gaussianFilter[#, {5, 3}]&, a, {‘‘Wavelength’’, ‘‘Temperature’’}];

a = operate[listPlot, a, {‘‘Wavelength’’}];

a = operate[table, a, ‘‘pH’’];

browse[a]

three subsystems inter-operate seamlessly: mathematical operations, plotting, and inter-

active browsing. (A note on Mathematica syntax: functions use the syntax function[arguments]

, lists use the syntax element 1, element 2, ... and are nestable. The syntax (expression using

a # symbol)& creates an anonymous function.)

• In the first step of the above code, a gaussian filter is applied to every (wavelength
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x temperature) subarray and threaded over the remaining dimensions. The function

gaussianFilter takes and returns DART arrays. The DART arrays supplied to gaussian-

Filter contain dimension unit information, which is used to interpret the filter widths

as 5nm and 3C.

• The second line of code takes each wavelength subarray and makes a line plot for that

subarray. Wavelength dimension axis information is used to automatically label the

x-axis, and the y-axis is the numerical value in the array. The listPlot function returns

a zero dimensional array containing a single plot, with the result that the second

line of code drops the wavelength dimension, giving a DART array with dimensions

“Temperature” and “pH”.

• The third line takes the subarray of plots for each pH and makes a table of plots.

The table function takes an array of up to 2 dimensions, draws a table, and returns a

zero dimensional array. Rows and columns are automatically labeled with dimension

information. When one dimensional arrays are passed to the table function (as above),

the default behavior is to draw a table with a single row. The table elements can be

of any type that Mathematica can display, including plots, numbers or strings. In the

third line of code above the pH dimension is used in the tables and dropped, so the

result is an array with a “Temperature” dimension.

• The browse function in the fourth line takes a DART array and constructs an interactive

GUI element with sliders for each dimension in the array and a display area for the

array element selected by the sliders. In this case only one slider is constructed for the

temperature dimension.

Small modifications to the code above can produce highly varying outputs. For example,

if tables of numerical values are desired, the second line could be deleted and the wavelength

dimension added to the third line. The table function could be used twice in a row to

construct nested tables. It is also significant that the above code snippet would not be
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different for an array with many more dimensions. Instead of one slider for temperature,

additional sliders would be shown, one for each additional dimension.

The third manner in which DART achieves efficient declarative syntax is by making

functions of DART arrays capable of operating on a list of arrays of differing shapes. For

example, let a be defined as above, and let b have dimensions named “Temperature”, “pH”,

“Excitation Wavelength”, and “Emission Wavelength”. Furthermore, let x be a list comprised

of a and b (in Mathematica notation x=a,b). In DART the following operation is well

defined.

x = operate[gaussianFilter[#, 3]&, x, ‘‘Temperature’’];

Even though a and b have different shapes, they both have the temperature dimension,

so the filtering operation is defined for both a and b.

0.2.2 Generality and Extendability

The goal of making DART capable of general processing yet extendable by expert users has

been supported by designing the system in tiered fashion, with each tier open for use by pro-

grammers. At the lowest tier are constructors, getters and setters for arrays and dimensions.

In the next tier are functions for dimension management. The next tier contains array trans-

formation operations such as flattening arrays along specified dimensions, merging arrays,

selecting subarrays, threading operations over subarrays, etc. In the highest tier are data

analysis functions for standardization, filtering, clustering, and matrix decompositions, along

with plotting, tabling, and GUI data browsing operations. Each tier uses the functionality of

the tiers below. The functions in each tier tend to be short and readable, and functionality

unfolds incrementally as one progresses through the tiers.
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0.2.3 Computational reproducibility

DART supports fully documented, computationally reproducible data analyses due to it be-

ing implemented within a computer algebra system (CAS) possessing built-in support for

literate programming and high level mathematics. DART uses Mathematica, but a similar

system such as Maple or Sage would also have been suitable. A program or script written

in one of these systems can be laid out typographically with full font freedom and display

of images, drawings, tables, plots, and typeset equations. In addition to supporting sym-

bolic mathematics and literate programming, these systems interface with standard numeric

libraries for linear algebra, signal processing, and more, as well as providing extensive high

level scripting primitives for importing and exporting data.

A scripting environment promotes computational reproducibility by providing a record

of changes to data. This record of changes can be brought about by modifying data exclu-

sively within scripts and saving scripts along with input and output data. In a medical or

pharmaceutical research setting, administration of file use privileges would serve to maintain

data authenticity and auditability (i.e. maintain a trail of information that allows the final

data to be audited).

A different strategy for maintaining the auditability of data is to never overwrite data,

but rather to maintain an automatic record of changes. In this manner data modifications

are tracked involuntarily. SciDB, for instance, stores a fine-grained record of changes to

individual elements of arrays. This is a very storage efficient strategy in applications where

small parts of an array are changed while most of the array remains unchanged. Data

analyses, however, commonly modify entire arrays during standardization, filtering, and

analysis operations. In this situation it is more storage efficient to track changes by storing

scripts. Intermediate results do not need to be stored, because in order to understand

changes to data one has only to read the script that produced the changes. Storing scripts

also promotes greater reproducibility: knowing the operation that changed an array allows

one to deduce the resulting numerical change in the array. Knowing the numerical change,
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however, may not tell one what the operation was.

Scripting also reduces labor relative to traditional point-and-click data analyses. Entire

analyses can be customized and run in minutes, as opposed to days or weeks. This is useful

in high throughput experiments when one may need to know the results of an experiment

prior to initiating the next experiment. It is also useful in the development of new methods

of data analysis, since the result of modifying an analysis method can be evaluated quickly.

0.3 Feature Set

We now discuss the functions available in DART, which cover the full range of capabili-

ties necessary for complex multidimensional analysis. In addition to basic language features

enabling declarative array transformation, DART also has functions for reshaping arrays,

performing statistical and signal processing operations, and tabling, plotting, and interac-

tively browsing data. These features will be discussed in the order in which they appear in

a typical data processing script. For an example of a script written using DART, see the

appendices to this dissertation.

0.3.1 Importing and collating data

Before DART can operate on an array it must be made into a DART array. Functions are

provided for importing from a few formats such as Excel files and various instrument formats.

Import functions for other formats can easily be coded. Internally, these functions read data

using Mathematica’s import functions, then use the DART functions newDimension[] and

newArray[] to construct a DART array. Importing single arrays is thus a simple matter.

Much more, however, is required to collate complex data sets.

The essential problem in collating data sets is that of assigning arrays in a set of files to

the correct portions of a larger array or set of arrays. A file’s position in the larger set of

arrays may be found in filenames or folder names, inside files, or come from another source
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such as a laboratory notebook. The subarrays can sometimes be out of order and grouped

in the wrong folders. For instance, a spectroscopic instrument with 6 optical cell holders

may be used to collect data of length 9 in the cell dimension. Or, at the end of such an

experiment some cells that gave corrupt data may be rerun. Files can also be missing due

to instrument glitches. The best collating solution will vary from instrument to instrument

and application to application. DART therefore provides a few elementary functions that

can be used to build custom collating functionality.

In bookbinding, collating involves 4 steps: labeling items, separating them into groups

by their labels, combining them within the groups, then combining the groups. The same

four steps are found in data analysis. A useful technique for the first step, that of labeling

data sets, goes as follows. Suppose we are importing a data set consisting of a set of files,

each file containing an array of the same dimensions as all the others. Further assume that

each file corresponds to an experiment at a different temperature. To import this data set,

we import each file into a different DART array, and as we create each array we add to it

a temperature dimension containing only 1 position: the temperature for that experiment.

In DART this is performed using the addSingletons[] function, which accepts a DART array

and a list of singleton dimensions, and returns a DART array with the singleton dimensions

added. These singleton dimensions then function as labels in the rest of the collating process.

The second step of collating, that of separating items into groups by their labels, is

accomplished in DART with the select[] function. The syntax for the function is

select[dartArray, dimName1, anonFunc1, dimName2, anonFunc2, ...],

where dimName1 is the name of a dimension in dartArray, and anonFunc1 is a boolean valued

anonymous function applied to the positions in dimension dimName1 to determine whether

those positions will be included in the output array. When no positions in a dimension are

selected, the select[] function returns a single Null for the entire array. The select[] function

also takes a list of DART arrays, in which case it is applied separately to each array in the

list.
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The third step of collating, that of combining items within groups, is done by use of the

merge[] function, which accepts a list of DART arrays and returns a single array containing

the data from all of the arrays passed to it. It works in the following manner. First it verifies

that all the arrays in the list share the same dimension names. Then, for each dimension

name, it finds the set of all positions used in that dimension in all the arrays passed to it.

It then initializes a single large array containing those dimension names and positions, and

copies the data from the sub arrays into the single large array.

The final step of collating, that of combining groups into a single package, is done simply

by storing multiple DART arrays in a single variable as a Mathematica list. This variable

can then be passed to DART functions that accept lists of DART arrays.

0.3.2 Analysis

Once data has been imported and collated into a list of regular arrays, analysis can begin.

The most frequently used DART analysis function is the operate[] function, with the syntax

operate[dartArray, operation[], dimNames]. The function operation[] is threaded over the

array dartArray, taking subarrays of dimensions dimNames and threading over the remaining

dimensions in dartArray. If operation[] is a function that accepts a DART array, operation[]

is allowed to return an array of different dimensions than the array passed to it, but must

return an array of the same dimensions on every call. If operation[] is a function that does

not accept DART arrays but traditional arrays instead, operation[] is not allowed to change

the dimensions of the arrays passed to it. This is not allowed because if operation[] changed

the dimensions of the arrays without returning dimensional information, operate[] would not

have the information required to construct the output array. The function operate[] can

also optionally be given a list of dimensions that are both threaded over and operated on.

These dimensions are passed to operation[] as singletons, and can be used by operation[] as

an index of the current position in the larger array.

DART overloads the arithmetic operations +, -, ×, ÷ and ∧ so that they can be used
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on DART arrays and combinations of DART arrays and numbers. Dimension names that

are in one array but not the other are broadcast before the operation is applied. When

both operands are DART arrays, any dimension names in common between the arrays are

required to have the same dimension positions.

A variety of statistical and signal processing functions are available within DART, such as

noise estimation, Fourier filtering, multidimensional kernel filtering, Finite Impulse Response

(FIR) filtering (including Gaussian and Savitzky-Golay filters), singular value decomposition

(SVD) based filtering, interpolation, and more. More functionality is easy to develop, as

Mathematica functions can be repackaged to take advantage of dimension information.

Several functions are available for reshaping arrays. The fuse/unfuse combination is

useful for performing principal components analysis (PCA) or partial least squares regression

(PLS) on multi-way data. The fuse[] function flattens an array along specified dimensions,

combining those dimensions into one. The unfuse[] function does the opposite, restoring

the original dimensions from the flattened dimension. When the shapes of arrays differ,

they can be joined using the concatenate/unconcatenate pair of functions. These functions

are useful for performing PCA or PLS on multi-instrument data. The functions fuse[] and

concatenate[] can be combined to analyze multi-instrument, multi-way data. For details on

how these functions work, see the examples in the help index in the supplementary material.

0.3.3 Visualization

DART also provides several data visualization functions that automatically use array dimen-

sion information in advanced ways. For example, when the listPlot[] function is given an

array possessing two dimensions, multiple lines are drawn on the same plot in different colors,

and a legend is drawn next to the plot using the scale of the second dimension. This legend

can optionally be suppressed, for example when multiple plots are arranged in a grid. If the

array passed to listPlot[] includes a dimension named “moments”, listPlot[] automatically

uses the second moment (the standard deviation) to construct error bars. All the standard
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options for the Mathematica ListPlot[] functions, such as whether to join points with a line

or not, are also available.

The plot[] function is a one-liner for quick plotting, tabling, and browsing of data. It

performs listPlot[], table[], and browse[] on an array, in that order. Dimension names specified

by the user determine what dimensions are plotted, tabled, and browsed. The plot[] function

outputs an interactive browsing pane showing a table of plots for the array position given

by the sliders.

0.3.4 Comparison with other data processing tools

Table 1 shows a comparison of DART with other tools often used in the processing of scientific

data. Table 1 compares array processing solutions based on whether they provide the features

that have been necessary or could foreseeably be necessary in the first applications of DART.

Many of these array processing solutions possess features not listed in this table. SciDB,

for example, was designed to process extremely large data sets generated by astronomical

sky surveys, and possesses features not listed here that assist in processing such data sets.

DART wasn’t designed to handle arrays of this size, but its capabilities are sufficient for

many scientific data sets.

DART does not currently include two potentially useful features that are provided by

SciDB. It does not have the ability to store fine grained tracking of data revision history,

and it does not provide in-situ access to pieces of very large arrays. These disadvantages

could be overcome by reworking DART to use a data storage technology that possesses these

features. As noted above, however, for most applications computational reproducibility is

more effectively supported by modifying data within scripts.

DART also does not have a point and click GUI interface, but a GUI wizard for editing

script commands could be built. Parallel processing of arrays may be supported in future

versions by using the parallelization features of Mathematica.

DART currently requires the Mathematica shell to run, but it could easily be rewritten
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to be independent of Mathematica and usable from a great variety of platforms.
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Table 1: A comparison of the capabilities of various array processing solutions.
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Advanced array processing

Storage of arbitrarily high dimensional arrays • • • • • • •
Built-in interop. with most numerical libraries • • • • •
Merging arrays • • •
Nesting arrays • • • •
Comprehensive plotting • • • •
Comprehensive exporting and importing • • • •
Storage of dimension units and position labels ◦ • ◦ • • •
Dimensions referred to by name • • • • •
Declarative array manipulation • • •
Automatic use of dimensional information • •
Automatic propagation of statistical error • • •
Simplified multidimensional threading • ◦ • •
Point and click interface • • •

Support for reproducible research

High level scripting • • • • • •
Storage of data revision history •
Literate programming interface ◦ • •
Open source code • • • ◦ • ◦ • ◦

Performance

Compact storage of regular arrays • • • • • • • •
Fast access to subarrays • • • • • • •
Parallelism ◦ • • • ◦
In-situ access to parts of very large arrays • •

aEg: Origin, SigmaPlot, QtiPlot, LabPlot
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0.4 Summary

This chapter has presented DART, a language for declarative processing of arrays. Vari-

ous novel mechanisms in DART grant it a high level of syntactical parsimony. Scripts tend

to be lists of one-liners, and are about as close to natural language as possible given the

subject matter. It includes the full range of capabilities required for complex array anal-

ysis, including functions for importing, collating, and regularizing data, reshaping arrays,

threading operations over subarrays, signal processing, performing arithmetic with arrays,

plotting data, constructing tables, and interactively browsing arrays. Implementation within

Mathematica allows immediate access to high level mathematics, and the literate program-

ming features of Mathematica support computational reproducibility. DART will be useful

for analysis of data in any field that requires complex processing of multidimensional ar-

rays, such as finance, astronomy, physics, geography, geology, pharmaceutical formulation,

behavioral sciences or government.
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